getting it sorted! - managing large sample collections with
small compact automated storage
For any biobank, sample archiving is a time consuming process. Whilst the efficiency of sample
retrieval can be dramatically improved by pre-sorting samples prior to storage, this requires
significant upfront effort that can rarely be achieved with limited resources. Here we describe
how the MRC Epidemiology unit (Cambridge, UK), implemented SPT Labtech’s arktic -80 oC
automated store to streamline their workflow to provide a highly organised archive of samples
for efficient retrieval.
background
The MRC Epidemiology unit currently runs several population based studies investigating the determinants of
diabetes, obesity and related metabolic disorders from which, a wide range of data and sample types are collected.
Typically, blood and urine samples are collected and processed (centrifuged and aliquoted) at several remote
locations. Generally, 32 aliquots are prepared per patient in 2D barcoded tubes (fig. 1). These are deposited in a
single rack with different cap colours to represent sample type (fig. 2). Racks are stored temporarily in freezers
before shipping on dry ice. Each week the MRC unit in Cambridge receives multiple racks from each centre.
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Fig.1 2D barcoded tubes

Fig.2 Multiple aliquots with sample type identified by cap

original workflow
On receipt at the MRC, samples from 3 patients would be condensed to fill 1 rack. These racks would then be
placed into ULT freezers for long term storage.

remote collection location

MRC Epidemiology unit

Fig.3 Overview of sample collection and archiving workflow

bottlenecks and risk
Although the original workflow was simple and robust, there were two particular causes for concern. Firstly, all
aliquots collected from an individual at a specific time point were being held in a single rack in a single freezer.
Should that freezer fail, this would represent the loss of time point samples for more than a thousand patients.
Secondly, sample retrieval time was proving significant. For example, it is not unusual for researchers to request
access to the whole cohort set of a particular sample type (e.g. serum). In practise, this meant just 3 samples
were being picked per rack from thousands of archived racks. It would take several months of one person’s time to
complete the order (fig. 4) resulting in long lead times.
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Progress only true hits using TTP Labtech’s mirrorball for a more efficient discovery process.
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